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Team of special ists
On the basis of their special knowledge, Wojciech Smiechowski

and Peter Mitsch and their employees have established
Inter Europol as a successful supplier of baked goods'

he new building, put up by
Inter Europol in Malopole,
meets all expectations that

are set in an industrial produc-
tion of baked goods. On a line of
420 metres, the enterprise is pro-
ducing deep-frozen baked goods

for the Polish and the European
market. Line production could be

implemented in perfection. Main-
ly the Chief Production Officer,
Peter Mitsch was responsible for
planning and he was actively sup-
ported by Project Manager Rüdiger
Stollmeier. The ambitious project
could be implemented within the
shortest time. Currently, three
lines are running and two fur-
ther lines are being installed. BY

the way, this happens earlier than
planned. ,,The utilization rate of
our new factory has exceeded our
planned expectations and there-
fore, we have decided to antedate
the planned extension. Original-
ly, we wanted to negotiate about
the two further lines at the iba
in Munich," Stollmeier explained
during a factory tour. Many of the
plant builders, who have already
worked in the first factory, also
got another chance in Malopole. ,,

Our production methods applied
on the technical plants and Provi-
ded by the machine builders from
Marki have proved to be success-
ful and we did not see any reason
to make changes here. Therefore,

we relied on the proven technolo-
gy. However, Malopole certainly
is not a copy of our first factory.
If only referred to space, we had,
of course, fully different possibili-
ties that we utilized extensively,"
Mitsch explained in a first state-
ment. Therefore, in addition to
the main building, which, among
others, accommodates five lines
for the production of small baked
goods and bread, another clear-
ly smaller complex was built in
which also small baked goods and
fine pastry is produced on four
Fritsch lines. ,,ln this building,
the advantages of our working
methods come into their own.
Already in the old building we
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[4] The Laminator 3OO made by Fritsch is suitable for bakeries which want to process between 2OO and 1,OOO kilograms
of dough - if blocks are produced, also up to 1,5OO kilograms will be possible. [5] A guillotine cuts the individual blocks;
they are then automatically placed onto the baking plates.
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direct connection. There is also
a separate line installed for the
water required. Also the tanks, in
which the starter culture is pro-
duced and stored separately, are
connected with the mixer. After
all components have been provi-
ded, the paddle will start movingi
and mix the individual ingredients
thoroughly to obtain a homoge-
neous mass. After that, the sour
dough is pumped into one of the
four free tanks which have a capa-
city of 3,000 litres each. Certainly,
the fermentation containers are
equipped with an paddle as well, to
be able to move the (fermenting)
sour dough in intervals and in this
way, the so-called formation of
clumps during the souring process
will be prevented. The sourdough
is then transported by sorts via a
further separate line to the dosing
supply unit. There, small tanks
have been installed again with a

capacity of max. 1,000 litres from
which the sour dough and also the
liquid component can be ordered
by the dosing station. This measu-
re accelerates the weighing process
because the individual ingredients
are not required to be conveyed
via long pipe lines. Furthermore,
it is helpful for the speed and the
accuracy of the weighing proce-
dure that all components can be

dosed individually and in parallel
via a flowmeter. If the specified fil-
ling level in the tanks, measured by
the load cells, is undershot, it will
be refilled automatically from the
larpier storage containers.

Wheat starter dough

Two scales, switched together in
series, first provide for the flour
supply to the dough mixing unit in
batches. While the top scale weighs
the required amount, the lower
scale can simultaneously supply
the dough mixer. The liquid com-
ponents of the wheat starter dough
are continuously added into the
dough mixing unit and then con-
veyed through the connections to
the mixing screw which produces a
homogeneous mass. Through a sys-
tem of pumps and pipes, the wheat
starter dough gets then into one
of the four 5,000 litre-maturation
tanks. After the maturation time
in the tanks, the system pumps
the wheat starter dough into the
storage container with the capa-
city of 6,000 litres. In this path,
a plate heat exchanger is instal-
led that cools down the wheat
starter dough by more than 20
'C to achieve the desired storage
temperature. The whole system
is controlled by time and tempe-

rature and it can be operated and
controlled via a control unit which
is directly installed on the plant or
via a computer in the production
office. For sour dough as well as for
wheat starter dough, cleaning is
very important to prevent bad fer-
mentation. The tanks are cleaned
by applying an automatic cleaning
program and a cleaning pig is used
for the pipelines. Residues are led
via the corresponding pipes into
the drains provided.

Other components

Inter Europol is working with grain
soak. Complete items of seeds and
girains are compiled in the raw
material stock and then filled into
one of the three swelling contai-
ners via sack emptying machines.
The seeds are wet sifted using water
so that the mass remains pumpa-
ble. Finally, all ingredients get to
the two dosing stations that supply
the lines with dough. In this area,
a desk for small components has
been installed for weighing of the
manually added ingredients, for
instance pressed fresh yeast that
still has to be added to the dough.
,,We consciously decided for batch
kneading. Here, we can very well
monitor the development of the
individual doughs stored in mova-
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The loader with open conveyor belt will be driven by chains
and chain wheels. lt takes the products from the peel
boards and then, it puts them into the stone tunnel oven.

the Soft Processing method as a
solution. In accordance with the
manufacturer's specifications, this
solution does not only include the
gentle production of the dough
band but also the soft handling
of the dough through the whole
process chain. First, the dough
portioner ensures uniformity
after the dough was tipped out of
the plastic container via the ele-
vator tipper into the hopper and
forms dough portions in a gentle
and equal way using a star roll
without oil. After that, the dough
sheeter with its patented five-roll
shaping system is used. Its coated
rolls with especially shaped strip-
pers gently form a homo$eneous

Laminator 3OO:
. Dough sheeter
. Satellites
. Transversal twin roll
. Calibrating unit
. Grease pump
. Return stations
. Guillotine
. Automatic placement

lmpressa Bread:
. Dough sheeter
. Satellites
. Longitudinal cutter
o Guillotine
. Winding station
. Automatic placement

dough band of the soft dough.
The core of the Soft Processing
technology is the Fritsch satellite
head with its patented, dough-
repellent, coated rolls. It makes
dough sheets of the desired thick-
ness in a fast and especially gentle
way. Other components support
the careful dough handling. For
example, here the flush dough
transfer with rolling knife edges
can be mentioned that happens
without disturbing tensile and
compressive strength. Further-
more, the moving guillotines are
important for the gentle process
because they prevent any unne-
cessary compression and stret-
ching of the dough and can also
safely and powerful divide doughs
that include coarse ingredients.
In this way, unnecessary tensions
and compactions in the dough are
mainly avoided in each phase of
the process. ,,Due to the gentle
processing, the dough keeps its
structure that we intended to
obtain through our conscious
dough guidance which is the pre-
condition for the desired product
quality," Mitsch comments on
the production methods. This is
the reason why - also for a large
number of pieces and high degree
of automation - individually cre-
ated baked goods of high-quality
are produced that can successfully
be marketed to the customers. ,,In
our factory in Marki, we already
have been using the Fritsch lines
for several years. They mainly con-
vinced us with their homogene-
ous product quality that we obtain
also after many years of continuo-
us use," Stollmeier explains their
experience with the plant builder.
The availability of the plants in
24/7 continuous operation is the
plant builder's special objective.
For this reason, already during
the design phase of the Impressa
bread, great importance was atta-
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ched to helpful detailed solutions
and mechanical precision of the
line. That means, dough transfer
positions are controlled automa-
tically or an interrupted process
is restarted by pressing a button
and controlled by a program. In
addition to it, Fritsch uses first-
class materials and components
in its plants. This includes the
use of maintenance-free motors,
precise and flexible sensors, as

well as the use of robust stainless-
steel components. In the Impres-
sa bread line, also good hygienic
conditions are ensured. Especial-
ly shaped and coated conveyors,
strippers and brushes provide for
cleanliness in the plant not only
when soft doughs are processed.
This does not only reduce the
application of separating agents
but reduces the overall costs for
cleaning. These are costs that are
also considered by the Fritsch
designers. When developing the
Impressa bread line, they did not
only pay their attention to an easy
cleaning process of the plant but
they kept in mind that the emplo-
yees must clean it as rarely as pos-
sible because pollution is avoided.
The flour shaker controlled by the
dough-band contributes its share
to it. You can dose so accurately
that excessive flour residues that
must be removed with high effort
will be avoided from the begin-
ning. That does not only prove
advantageous for hygiene and
costs but it proves itself in the
running process by product quali-
ty. Special materials and abrasion-
proof coatings used in the conve-
yor, hoppers, rolls and all other
guiding units with direct contact
to the dough prevent the dough or
the flour residues from sticking.
For cleaning, all parts of the plant
are readily accessible and can be
cleaned easily. Smooth surfaces,
large, wide open protective hoods,
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[11] After each step, the knives are dipped into the water bath and cleaned there. [12] Overall, the baguette oven made
by Mecatherm consists of four modules, each of them with a capacity of 28 baking plates. [13] The baguettes are drawn
off the plates using ,,fingers" and placed on a conveyor belt.
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then, an employee applies the cor-
responding decorative cuts to the
product. Before it goes into the
oven, a grabber takes the products
off the three adjacent peel boards
and transfers them directly onto
the stone plates of the oven. The
drive of the carriage with frequen-
cy converter allows the horizon-
tal movement during the grabber
and the oven loading procedure.
In addition, there is a vertical
lifting movement of the grabber
wing to allow the transport and
the feeding of the boards simulta-
neously to the loading procedure
of the oven. The core of the line
is the gas-driven FTP stone-plate
oven made by Mecatherm with a
backing surface of more than 110
square metres. The tunnel oven
is designed for continuous bak-
ing on stones and consists of ten
modules mounted on a welded
frame. The cyclotherm oven
transfers heat to the products by
contact heat via the pre-heated
stones and radiant heat via the
heating elements for top heat in
the baking chamber. For this pur-
pose, all in all, four burner cham-
bers have been installed in the
32 m long oven with an effective
width of 3.60 m. There are two

burner chambers for heating up
the baking chambers of the oven
modules and two chambers for
the granite stones that are heated
up by an independent heating cir-
cuit in their return path. At first,
the products are placed onto the
stones in the steam zone. In the
infeed and in the outlet area, these
stone are never outside the oven.
Therefore, Mecatherm achieves an
optimum interaction of contact
heat and continuous steam under
controlled conditions and provi-
des for an improved baking result.
The steam zone is separated by
a Teflon curtain which height is
adjustable and therefore, it can be
adapted to the height of the dif-
ferent products. A water flow-rate
meter determines the exact quan-
tity of low pressure steam and
adapts it to the specified setpoint
value. The electrically controlled
lock valve installed downstream
regulates the occurring devia-
tions. The steam zone is equip-
ped with its own steam outlet and
has its own curtain. The steam is
withdrawn through holes in the
side that are connected with a box
made of stainless steel. This box is
equipped with a condensate-steam
system. In several positions, the

top heat can be regulated via sli-
de valves that have been mounted
on the external wall and are easily
accessible. At the end of the oven
the products were transferred to
an belt that conveys the products
to the connected cooling coil. This
line is completed by a buffer for the
peel boards that has a capacity of
240 units. Among others, it is used
when different cycle times have to
be adapted for product changes.
Another stone tunnel oven with
a length of 40 metres was sup-
plied by Mecatherm and is instal-
led after the so-called combined
high-performance roll line made
by the company König which con-
sists of the 10-row head machine
Industrie Rex with a capacity of up
to 30,000 Kaiser or cut rolls per
hour. The plant includes an oven-
wide after-proofer with integrated
seeding plant and a transfer unit
to the oven which has an effective
width of 2.40 metres.

Baguette line

After the preparation for which, as

it is the same for all other baguette
plants at Inter Europol, WP Haton
is responsible, fermentation and
baking in the baguette line is also
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The new fully automatic storage has a
capacity of 2O,OOO pallets and is well
orotected from fire due to its reduced
constituent Part of oxygen.

on the sides it is equiPPed with
doors with double-glazed windows
to ensure the visual monitoring of
the baking process and to allow the
easy access to the baking chambers.
The Mecatherm FTC is a Pure-air
convection oven with indirect hea-

ting via heat exchangers. Thank to
their compact structure, the high
insulation quality and the precise

control of temPerature and steam

zones, the ovens use low energY and

need little steam. Furthermore, the

To cool down the Pastry to the desi-
red temperature, a caPacity of 3O8
baking plates is Planned in the MVS
cooling tower.

chains of these oven-Paternoster
systems must not be lubricated.
After the baking process, at first, the
semi-baked dough pieces are cooled

down. This is done atmospherically
in the MVS cooling module made

by Mecatherm. It has a capacitY of
more than 300 baking Plates and a
length of 4.4 metres. FinallY, a fin-
ger deapnner draws the baguettes
out of the plates. The trays are then
returned back to the dePositing
point underneath the conveYing
circuit. After the oven, for cooling
down and fteezing,Inter EuroPol
strongly relies on the comPetencY
of Heinen Freezin$, who have alrea-

dy installed nine different plants for
the various products. Also for packa-

ging, the approved Partner De la
Ballina was employed who installed
the very comPlex Packaging Plant
for all production lines with much
ingenuity and flexible solutions.

Summary

Applying very much exPerience
and knowled$e of the industry the
responsible people at Inter Europol
in Malopole have built uP an enti-
rely successful production. Peter
Mitsch's and Rüdiger Stollmeier's
knowledge of the baking Process
and its periphery and Wojciech
Smiechowski's manaPiement com-
petency form in a very successful
combination. An examPle for it is

the system of sewa$e water dischar-
ge in the new factory. At first, the
production water is cleaned and
only then, it is discharged into the
public sewage sYstem - this saves

costs. Or there is the arran$ement
of the switch cabinets on a higher
level above the Production area to
keep heat and dust awaY from the
sensitive systems. In addition, the
deep cold store is impressive becau-

se it has a capacity of 20,000 pallets'
It was supplied and installed by SSI

Schäfer. Storage of the $oods as

Backtechnik-europe

well as making them available for
collection is managed fully automa-
tically via the logistics system. With
great justice, the Polish enterprise
is the sixth winner of the ,,Produc-
tion of the year" prize. ,,.\lready at

those days, I believed in the chances
of the market," Mitsch commented
on the personal motivation for his
commitment in Poland, the coun-
try in which he has alreadY become
a native resident and where the
enterprise started with supplying
its own in-store bakeries, hotels
and caterers. Long since, Inter
Europol has not onlY been active in
Poland but it has oriented towards
Europe more and more and has

established with its higher-price
artisan concept there in manY mar-

ket niches - certainlY, with all the
necessary certificates, e.$. BRC or
IFS that are required bY the trade.

,,Referring the prices for the assets,

raw materials or manpower, we do
not see any significant advantaSles

for the location Poland comPared
with our competitors in the foreign
European countries. We define us

by our service for our customers
and our knowledge of technologY
about the backing process along the
line - and in this field, we were very

successful during the last decades, "
Mitsch finishes his statements.

Gregor VogelPohl

Ciabatta Line:
. Set of Peelboards
. MVS proofer
. Oven loader
. FTP stone-tunnel oven
. Buffer
. Conveying circuit

Baguette line:
. Line control
. Final oroofer
. Automatic cutter station
. Modular FTC oven
. MVS cooling tower
. Automatic finger dePanner
. Conveyors
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